Abstract: An incursion into the Romanian musical life is always a pleasure, a moment of harmony, feeling and excitement. However, the turmoil of contemporary life sometimes brings us back to reality, urging us to check its pulse and to objectively look towards the future. Postmodernism, with its multiple facets, is in such times a subject for reflection, given its force which touched not only the artistic dimension, but also the communicational one, creating mutations which were difficult to imagine several decades ago. The past and future brought into the present are oscillating on the axis of time, and the interference between art, science and technology are embodied into an indestructible entity. Bringing the mundane usefulness and derisory in relation with beauty and harmony, this phenomenon has become permanently set into the area of objective reality, generating at times conflict, at times coexistence in the creator -performer -public spectator relation.
acclimatization to a unique era in the history of mankind, because "no era so far has born within so much future" 1 , as an American professor of Romanian origin very well noted in the preface of his famous book, The Civilization of Illiteracy. This is the age when "the discoveries and inventions, sometimes contradicting the sense of history and even the sense of correctness, become not only headlines, but part of the daily routine." 2 Founded on numerous levels of interaction, on the inevitable relation between the artist and their social environment, contemporary art fully justifies the orientation towards new experiences and practices marked by globalization, mobility, freedom of speech, consumerism, experimentation and sometimes the pursuit of gain and quick success. The presence of darkness, of multimedia forms and social networks in the entire social spectrum, transforms even artistic communication into a new experience, with impact in affirming the artistic product, the digital therefore leaving its mark on both the artistic side and on the artist-receiver relation. As such, "art is no longer a matter of invention and discovery […] , but a matter of selection, classification and infinite variation" 3 , the artists depending more than ever on the other individuals. "Video art, photography, computerized installations and a large part of the computerized music experiments, interactive multimedia and virtual art are some of the examples of such dependencies." 4 We are currently witnessing a global openness in all fields, from economic, social, political and cultural, a postmodern situation, we might say, where the value of the performance, of the work of art and the artistic recognition involve the "plurality of the tribunals" 5 , an entire "ensemble of actors/worlds which collaborate for the production, dissemination, 1 Mihai Nadin, "Foreword (to the original edition)", in Civilizația Analfabetismului, Bucharest, Spandugino Publishing House, 1916, p. XIII. 2 Idem, p. XV. 3 Mihai, Nadin, op. cit., p. 567. 4 Idem, p. 568. 5 Dan Eugen Rațiu, Disputa modernism -postmodernism. O introducere în teoriile contemporane asupra artei, Cluj -Napoca, Eikon Publishing House, 2012, p. 325. consumption and eventual evaluation and aesthetic homologation of the works of art." 6 The artistic reputation, or, as Dan Eugen Rațiu would say, "material and mental labeling" of an artistic product, is at the hand of these tribunals. According to the model of building reputations on four concentric circles 7 , with the artist at their center, we identify the first circle of recognition (the smallest one, but with immediate impact), fellows or peers; in the second circle of recognition we find the experts and critics, at a certain distance from the artists, and in the third circle we find the art merchants and collectors, the ones influencing to a greater extent the degree of artistic recognition. The public, placed in the fourth circle, at the greatest distance from the artist, has the most quantitative importance. In the same registry, Dan Eugen Rațiu brings in question Nathalie Heinich's 8 observations, emphasizing the existence of a correspondence "between the pluralization or the explosion of the tribunals into space -their spatial proximity to the artist -and the segmentation of the moments of recognition in time: the appreciation is quick with the peers, on short-term from the buyers, on medium-term from the connoisseurs and longterm from the simple spectators or the large public." 9 We have to mention, however, that in the process of recognition, in the world of contemporary art, the roles have been reversed, the merchants, namely today's managers and distributors have, due to their financial power, a much greater influence. However, in the process of mental labeling, the public holds supremacy and that is why knowing the public's views, appreciations, interest for the music and the artistic musical performance and its affinities with the postmodern specifics is essential.
Prisoners of the objective reality, stopping from time to time for a moment of reflection, we discover that we are surrounded by forms and 6 Ibidem. 7 Model proposed by art historian Alan Browness in the paper "The Conditions of Success: How the Modern Artist Rises to Fame", 1989, briefly manifestations bearing the markings of postmodernism, a complicated and controversial phenomenon which eventually marked our entire existence. A projection into time of these forms and manifestations, of the creationspectator relation is a challenge, and engaging in such an approach involves overcoming inertia and facing postmodernism, in the sense of knowing and understanding it as it reveals itself to us, with its multiple sociological, creative, interpretative and reception facets. Without ignoring the other arts, we shall seek answers in the artistic musical perimeter of today.
Treating postmodernism as a social and cultural phenomenon, investigating and processing definitions, cultivated themes, traits, characteristics and the manner of manifestation required the acceptance of the unanimous opinions of those who leaned on the postmodern phenomenon, where they found place, time and space, love and death, the condition of the poet and poetry, the condition of the artist and their work, the emotional universe, as well as the universe of the surrounding reality, in a perpetual state of change. Creation and knowledge, science and tradition are brought together in an impulse of creative freedom, in a mixture of genres, narration and lyricism, of parody and language games.
Postmodernism, perhaps the most circulated concept of today's artistic literature, has known numerous interpretations since its beginning and up to present days. From the cultivated themes, to the fields and forms of manifestation, from specific traits to the label of appurtenance, everything seems to have stirred the interest for the analysis and deciphering of this page of art and literature history called postmodernism.
Permanent divergences in interpreting the term of postmodernism are well-known, the artistic, literary and philosophical debates often ending in violent oppositions. Prompting the interest of noted theorists in various fields, the term "postmodernism" bears various connotations, the most often used ones being: postulate, concept, system of concepts, artistic and literary movement, movement of ideas, cultural and social phenomenon. Despite the many currently accepted definitions and interpretations, confining this phenomenon, the object of our reflection, into "fixed forms" is incompatible to its very nature. The changes around us generate in their turn new definitions, new traits and new forms of manifestation for this phenomenon. And, obviously, as Matei Călinescu noted, "there isn't, naturally, a consensus regarding what postmodernism actually represents and even less regarding the legitimacy of the notion itself […] . Who would have imagined, starting from its early history, that the term postmodernism would have such a long career." 10 An attempt of theoretical documentation on this phenomenon reveals to the reader many rows of books and periodicals with studies, opinions and analysis, which demonstrates that postmodernism has incited interest ever since the beginnings, from its theoretical foundation to its construction and later on to its full manifestation, becoming "a blooming academic industry."
11
The multitude of definitions, characteristics, traits and manners of manifestation, the various associations and last, but not least, the fact that it places both creators and critics in such divergent positions, give rise to a confusing sentiment when we try to penetrate the field of profound knowledge and understanding of postmodernism.
Although, from an etymologic standpoint, the first sign of postmodernism appeared in late 19 th century, as a literary and artistic phenomenon, the premises of this concept appeared after 1968, when a series of changes occurred in the entire mankind, with repercussions in the forms of manifestation in the field of creation, of the languages of communication, as well as in the reception of messages. Eleven years later, in 1979 12 , the term penetrates and quickly establishes itself in philosophy, as "justified by some, contested by others, theorized in a certain manner, practiced in another, postmodernism has irrevocably gained a place in philosophical analysis, whether focused on metaphysics, history, art, politics or science, whether concerned with matters of metaphilosophy, language or style, speculative or 'applicative'."
13 The term's spreading into various fields of manifestation 10 Matei Călinescu, Cinci fețe ale modernității. Modernism, avangardă, decadență, kitsch, postmodernism, Polirom Publishing House, 2005, Iași, pp. 258-259. 11 Dan Eugen Rațiu, op.cit., p. 283. 12 The publishing year for Jean-François Lyotard La Condition postmoderne. Turning to the artistic mood of the '80s, Magda Cârneci captures with great finesse the essence, traits and forms of manifestation of postmodernism, of an artistic world, with creators, models, movements and critics, which knows new "creative formulas charged with moral and political activism, […] , developed either in a logical-aesthetic, or in a logical-utilitarian sense, exploited with method and trivialized by cultural industry."
14 It is the time when the writer, the artist, as well as the critic, are caught up in a cultural blend, boosted by "various information, perishable event, hazard, fashion, experiment, violence, desperation."
15 "Fragmentarism and heterogeneity; randomness; playfulness; makeshift; boundless subjectivism; endless combinatorics; consumerism of all kinds; generalized syncretism" 16 easily make their way into this mixture. It's the auspicious environment for free speech, for full, apparently boundless freedom, when we are "witnessing an era of the art containing all the art, the entire history of the art -as well as an art which seems to contain all times, contracting them or resuming them in a unique time of all possible forms and the mixture of all forms, where no style seems to prevail and to impose its necessity more than another."
17 Opening the present up to other eras, styles or places makes time no longer be perceived as a "uniquely directional, irreversible form, as it is no longer pressured by the tyrannical exigency of the future, suggesting rather an apparently ahistorical, fixed, iterative environment, as a vicious circle, as a sort of recapitulative and repetitive ending before another leap into the unknown."
18 Stylistically speaking, it is "the time of the quote and pastiche, when the pastiche seems Systematizing and simplifying into an image bearing the markings of those years, Magda Cârneci compares postmodernism to a spiritual resurrection, whose substance "is roughly reduced to four sets of problems, concentrically and simultaneously interlinked, involving each other and enlightening each other. They are: relating to modernism; relating to history; the issue of the models, the issue of the ego."
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The Romanian cultural space is no stranger to these manifestations. Depending on the manner in which they experienced and managed these issues in a context of creative freedom, the Romanian writers and artists who are representative for postmodernism either fall within the area of those who have ennobled artistic and literary creation, oriented in an ethical and esthetic direction, resulting in a "major cultural level -aspiring to reintegrate the enormous heterogeneous diversity of contemporary cultural sources in a new synthesis, a new spiritual balance" 21 , or in the area of those who have altered the essential attributes of literary-artistic creation, oriented in an excessive direction, "toward kitsch and maximum artificialization, denaturalization, derealization, even degradation, abjection, obscenity, in one word, an absolute primate of the spiritual minor."
22 Understanding how postmodernism manifests itself in the Romanian cultural space involves placing it on the time axis on one side and the other of the year 1989.
Despite the isolation caused by the communist regime, postmodernism, first manifested in the literary world, is perceived as a promise to recover that which modernism has taken away, or, in the view of many critics, as a form of opposition to the avant-garde excess, being considered "not so much an anti-modernism, but more of a post-avant-gardism." 23 The literary generation of the 80's is the one Romanian postmodernism was built around, charged with disputes and polemics between generations, on one side, or between the followers of different poetics, on the other side. This conflictual situation, as well as the great number of texts dedicated to postmodernism, have led to "the multiplication of confusions caused by the lack of clarity or even the lack of discernment in manipulating certain categories." 24 The world of visual arts is influenced by literary thinking, reason for which postmodernism appears to us, on the one side, in the light of recovering "the historical dimension of art and the interest for the human being, as well as overcoming the absolute ideology of the new and the rupture promoted by the avant-garde."
25 Domestic postmodernism also created disputes here, but they did not reach the same level as those in literature.
With the 1989 revolution, the framework for complete freedom was created, both in literature and in art. Although new perspectives for affirming Romanian postmodern creativity began to emerge, the tensions specific to a transition and reconstruction period made postmodernism, at first, a concern for literary critics and art critics. Romanian creators, artists, were rather more engaged in a process of catching up, for synchronizing and connecting with Western literature and art, both from the standpoint of the presence in the international cultural space, but especially from the point of view of international artistic and literary recognition.
Coming back to the 80's, we could say that for the domestic musical artistic experience, they represented a barrier to the affirmation started a few decades before, when, due to George Enescu's musical genius, Romanian musical art became universal, bearing the markings of personality and brightness. The restriction of contacts with the world abroad, the diversion of the creative intention and performing art to coordinates of mass music, to superficial manifestations such as "Cântarea României", have induced a state of dissipation of the creative energies, a state of mistrust, prudence and 23 Dan Eugen Ratiu, op.cit., p.302. 24 Idem, p. 300. 25 Idem, p. 306. disengagement. Although decreasing, the enthusiasm of the composersperformers -musicologists triad was hanging on the hope that "nothing lasts forever and what is unnatural cannot last indefinitely."
26 Although disaster had engulfed the economic and social environment, in the artistic and literary world noted intellectual personalities have supported emulation and professionalism, defying the depressing climate. Taking refuge in their creation, looking forward, they kept up with the style of the times, sometimes anticipating the new artistic movements. Connecting Romanian music to universal music, synchronizing with the aesthetic and style of the times, as well as the existence of a constructive relation between creation -performance -reception have shaped the spectrum of the ideal which has permanently accompanied the Romanian artistic musical creation and performance.
After a state of exaltation had taken root into the cultural musical environment following the 1989 revolution, when new perspectives took shape, on the background of unleashing from the depressing patterns bearing the scars of the cult of personality, a series of confrontations, egos and fights with negative effects started to be propelled in the foreground. Returning to the non-commercial pattern, relaunching the connections with international musical societies were the first steps in the compositional and performing activity of connecting Romanian music to universal music. Capitalizing on religious and musical cultural heritage was also one of the priorities of the moment, as the Union of Romanian Composers and Musicologists promoted and supported this endeavor. Adrian Iorgulescu noted on the artistic possibilities of the moment: "We are the beneficiaries of a musical and musicological treasury which we should quickly return to the country and to the entire world, starting with the byzantine music choirs, continuing with the religious opus -prohibited for so long -of old masters or of classical artists of the sound art and finishing with the works of contemporary authors, presented originally, sporadically, or which never saw the stage" Stepping into a new stage of affirmation and synchronization with the universal musical art, the musical artistic practice turned to new compositional forms, techniques and styles. The changes, sometimes beneficial, other times detrimental, quickly propelled postmodernism into both creation, the performing art, as well as in academia. Flexibility, collage, minimalism, blending the old with the new, involving the technique and abstract science, deconstruction and construction, bring into existence a new musical discourse with traits specific to universal postmodernism, personalized by compositional "jewels" specific to Romanian creation and the stylistic "finery" of each individual composer. Prisoners of forms more or less accepted by the performers and by the public, the composers are faced, in the last decade of the 20 th century, with the performers' refusal to perform their new creations. Fortunately, this phenomenon is currently dissipating.
Positioning Romanian artistic musical creation in the perimeter of postmodernism meant, on the one side, the invasion of much bad taste into the sound art universe, with works lacking any artistic value, any ethics or science of creation. It is a phenomenon which is still present today, an intoxication with residue, with shameless attempts of torturing the ear, with an attachment manifested more to the demonstrative than to ethics. Lacking any criticism and evaluation criteria, in these cases, the musical composition is rather an offensive of subculture with a consumerist hue.
On the other hand, the postmodern artistic sound exercise meant for the Romanian creation an act where the artistic past and present intersected in serious works, a fruit of the creative impulse, of the spiritual feelings and professionalism. Cultivating an ethic of vocation, many contemporary works reveal overlays of traditional elements in contemporary contexts, in a coherent succession, which contributes to outlining the shape, giving meaning to the composer -performer -spectator public relation. Using traditional instruments on the background of modern instrumental or vocal sounds, the compositional techniques of modern composers create scores filled with talent, inventiveness and originality.
A certification in this sense are the numerous compositions presented in festivals dedicated to contemporary music, which are held in Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Iași, Timișoara and Brașov, where the constant presence of the public ever since the first editions is a pleasant surprise. I would like to mention here the first festival dedicated to contemporary music, "Săptămâna Internațională a Muzicii Noi (The International Week of New Music)", held in Bucharest, which started, in its first year 28 , with 21 manifestations on the agenda, and which, for its second edition, in 1992, impressed with the presence of "129 titles from 119 composers, of which 61 in first audition and 21 in world first audition." 29 I mentioned this edition because it marked a key-moment in postmodern artistic musical history, with the presence of composer Yannis Xenakis 30 , a veritable representative of postmodernism. In Cluj, during the most important classical music festival in Transylvania "Toamna Muzicală Clujeană (Musical Autumn in Cluj)" contemporary creation is constantly promoted, the city having a tradition in promoting young artists and new creation. Also here, starting with 1994, the Cluj Modern Festival, dedicated exclusively to contemporary music, draws young talents like a magnet, in a cultural challenge that is very appealing to the public. A comprising description of this festival sends us straight into the postmodern uproar: "The century of technological revolution, whose permanently amplified impulse profoundly marks the sense of our existence today, experiences within the arts the unleashing, with unmatched fervor, of the renewing searches, of the daring language and expressions, of unseen and unheard innovations -not once shocking or confusing -but also the respite of synthesis or returns to tradition; all these in an intoxicating blend, in a dialogue with duel-like sharpness, with passionate partisanships, polemics or reconciliations." noted personality of Cluj, Romanian and universal music. Cornel Țăranu, the composer faithful to the stylistic play between experiment and innovation, has the great merit of promoting in Cluj the creations of his generation and the creations of younger composers for a public "much more open no new music than in other places", due to his effort of shaping, in time, an educated public that knows how to listen to contemporary music.
The Festival of Romanian Music in Iași, resumed after a twenty years break, dedicated exclusively to Romanian artistic creation, manages with each edition to bring together Romanian musicians from the country and abroad, promoters of Romanian music abroad. A product of the collaboration between the Iași institutions Moldova State Philharmonic and George Enescu University of Arts, this festival symbolically combines tradition and contemporaneity in a space of stylistic interferences. The interest of the Iași public for new Romanian music, for postmodern experiences, is a certainty, as the stage-public relation is each time a spectacle in itself.
Each festival mentioned before constitutes an event for the public, who is transported in a notable musical journey, an opportunity for reflection for the students, the musical intellectuals and personalities of musical academic life and perhaps most importantly, a real tribune for young composers, performers and musicologists. The confirmation of the value of these events, each surpassing local notoriety, resides precisely in the manner in which music lives its actuality, in the artistic force of generating and permanently entailing the creator -performer -spectator balance.
Widening our interest for the public of these manifestations, we observe the presence of a relatively young public, faithful and eager for new experiences. Besides, the latest "Cultural Consumption Barometer" 32 indicates a higher level of involvement in cultural activities for people aged 25-29, followed by the 18-24 age group. They are young people living in urban environments, with average and higher education, students and persons with a higher status. Known as Generation Y or Millennials, young people aged 18-38 have a tendency for varied consumption, have the entire communicational 32 Published in June 2017 by the National Institute for Cultural Research and Training. infrastructure, have a taste for the new, for experimenting, and an active lifestyle. A study conducted by Deloitte 33 describes this generation as being in a rush, flexible, motivated, responsible and influential, passionately supporting their ideas. This young public, in its capacity as a receiver, a key-factor in the equation of the artistic product, is a part of the contemporary postmodern society marked by rush, deliverance from standards and anchoring in the digital area, all these configuring its cultural consumption behavior. Its power to validate the artistic act is amplified by the favorable environment of the exchange of impressions provided by the internet and social networks.
Under these conditions, the current public's fidelity and continuous involvement in musical life constitutes a first step in accepting an optimistic hypothesis, in attempting to project over time the creator -performer -public relation in a postmodern context. We could say that the power of this public, much more sophisticated compared to the public of previous generations, is manifested up to the creative process, because the spectator selects, compares, exchanges impressions and in the end renders their verdict. But, as the purpose of music is "generating profound changes in the human psyche" 34 , achieving this only takes place if the creator -performer -spectator relation is constructive, namely, as composer Gabriel Mălăncioiu emphasized, when "the musical work is created from a state of innocence of the composer's consciousness, beyond conditioning patterns -the performance manages to capture the initial energy which supported the creation of the work, […] -in the process of reception, the listener shows unconditioned openness and plunges head first into the sound space created by the work."
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As history is always repeating, looking to the future in the same positive optic, we must admit that the aesthetic and affective reverberations of postmodernism will accompany us into the concert hall, because "concert life 33 The 2017 Deloitte Millenial Survey, https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/aboutdeloitte/articles/millennialsurvey.html . 34 Gabriel Mălăncioiu, "Puncte de vedere", in Muzica Magazine, Bucharest, Musical Publishing House of the Union of Romanian Composers and Musicologists, 2016, nr.1, p. 66. 35 Ibidem.
